Walk with Lions Plus Interaction with Lion Cubs and Cheetah
Departure 08h00 to 15h00
HAPPY METER

Be collected from your Hotel and driven to a reserve approximately 60 minute drive from
Sandton. On arrival you will have the opportunity to interact with lion cubs and a grown cheetah
as well as being taken on a 1 hour open game drive into the 3 different predator camps where
you will witness lions in their prides. During the course of the tour we will then take you out for
a Walk with lions. This will take approximately 1 hour and during this time you will see the lions
running freely in their own habitat where you will be given an in-depth information and insight
into these amazing creatures. On returning to the lodge for a quick break we will see whether
Perdi and her daughter Zoe the resident Giraffes are and if they have strolled down to the
feeding area you can purchase them some pellets for a light snack.
After an eventful day you will be dropped back off at your Hotel knowing that you have truly
connected with Mother Nature and her creatures.
Pricing Structure Per Party: 1 Person @ R3350:

2 to 4 Persons @ R2245:

5 Persons & up @ R1890

Requirements:
Dress code: Comfortable clothing and walking shoes
Cap and sun screen lotion.
Camera
The tour will comprise of the following:
Shuttling to and from the Hotel.
One hour Walking Safari with lions in their natural habitat.
One hour open game drive into predator camps
In-depth information and insight into African Predators
Interaction with Lion cubs and the cheetah (depending on cheetah’s temperament at the
time).
You will get the opportunity to feed the Giraffes if they are at the feeding spot as they
are free roaming within the reserve
During the tour photos will be taken and placed in a dropbox for you to retrieve.
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